
SMALL SAMPLE TEST OF VARIOUS 6.5MM CREEDMOOR FACTORY LOADS RESULTS 

Before I get into the results of my small-sample test of several commercially available loads in 6.5 

Creedmoor, I’ll give you some background on several aspects of the shooter, the rifle, the test method and 

the various loads tested – of course you can skip down and just look at the results and perhaps come back 

later for these comments. 

The Shooter:  I’m a novice at the precision shooting sport.  For several years I satisfied my interests in 

shooting with a typical 5.56 rifle and several handguns.  That shooting was centered around self-defense 

training.  When Ruger came out with the Ruger Precision Rifle (RPR) I decided to take the plunge and 

after reading several early reviews, I ordered one in 6.5mm Creedmoor chambering.  I received my RPR 

in October of 2015.  Since then I’ve put approximately 1,200 rounds through the barrel (count at the end 

of testing was 1,369).  I also have a CZ-455 that I’ve fired almost 2,400 rounds with as an inexpensive 

way of hopefully improving my techniques and skills.  Typically I practice with the RPR at 100 yards and 

at 50 yards with the CZ, using a bipod on both and have recently started using a rice-filled sock for 

steadier rear support.  My skill level might be described as ‘accurate, but not precise’ – and often the size 

of groups shot during test show this.  So keep this in mind when you look at the min/max/average group 

sizes in the results.  All the bullets I fired showed that they could achieve ½ MOA precision – so the on-

target results are definitely a YMMV situation based on your own skill level. 

The RPR setup:  I 

added a Vortex Razor 

HD Gen II 4.5-27x56 

scope with the EBR-2C 

MOA reticle to the rifle 

along with a bipod 

(initially a Harris setup, 

but now an Atlas – I 

like them both, but the 

45 ability of the Atlas 

adds a little versatility 

the Harris didn’t have).  

I’ve also swapped out 

the factory stock with a 

MagPul PRS stock and 

early on I put an 

American Precision 

Arms Gen II Little 

Bastard muzzle brake.  

While this is a heavy 

setup, the recoil is 

incredibly light; I can fire it all day and never worry about soreness or bruising.  Toss in some extra 

magazines, a Pelican case and such and I’ve got between $4,000 and $5,000 tied up in the rig.  When you 

consider that the ‘base price’ of similarly featured precision rifles from the likes of AI, Barrett, Surgeon, 

etc begins at about $3,700 and goes up from there, then the RPR does represent an economical entry into 

precision shooting.  NOTE: the scope is still actually zeroed for a Prime 130gr Match+ load that I’m 

currently out of.  Shown above with the MagnetoSpeed V3 attached on the day I tested the Federal 

American Eagle 140grain loads. 

  

http://www.vortexoptics.com/product/razor-hd-gen-2-45-27x56-riflescope-with-ebr-2c-mrad-reticle
http://www.vortexoptics.com/product/razor-hd-gen-2-45-27x56-riflescope-with-ebr-2c-mrad-reticle
https://www.magpul.com/products/prs-precision-adjustable-stock-ar15-m16
https://www.americanprecisionarms.com/products-page/muzzlebrakes/gen-ii-little-bastard/
https://www.americanprecisionarms.com/products-page/muzzlebrakes/gen-ii-little-bastard/
https://www.americanprecisionarms.com/products-page/muzzlebrakes/gen-ii-little-bastard/


Test Equipment:  To obtain muzzle velocities (MV) along with Standard Deviation (SD) I used a 

MagnetoSpeed V3 chronograph.  For those unfamiliar with it, here is a review from 

TheTruthAboutGuns.com http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2015/03/jeremy-s/gear-review-

magnetospeed-v3-chronograph/.  And to address the accuracy of its measurements, I think Bryan Litz 

gives us good confidence of that side of things.  Mr. Litz is the primary ballistician at Berger Bullets and 

an acknowledged expert in external ballistics.  Here is a link to an excerpt from one of his books where he 

compares several different chronographs, with the V3 receiving very high marks: 

http://appliedballisticsllc.com/Articles/ChronographChapter.pdf.  The photo above shows a close-up of 

the V3 attached as it was for all of the testing. 

Test Conditions:  I performed all testing at the Wilshire indoor 100 yard range in Oklahoma City, 

primarily to remove wind as a factor in the results.  Shooting was done from their Caldwell benches using 

the installed Atlas bipod with a bag for rear support.  I began each session with a cleaned barrel and first 

fired 5 Hornady 120gr AMAX rounds through it for ‘fouling’ and a little warm up.  Then I fired 8 strings 

of 5-shots from two boxes of the tested ammo loads.  My primary goal was to measure the consistency of 

the various loads at the muzzle.  This is objective data whereas the group sizes on paper are more 

subjective since the skill of the shooter plays a huge part of those results. 

The Results – General Thoughts:  The results below should be taken with several grains of salt.  First – 

every rifle shoots any given load a little differently.  Heck, I went through around 500 rounds of .22LR 

from various makers in different loads with quite different results before finally making a choice of what 

to shoot in my CZ-455 (Aguila Rifle Match and/or Aguila SuperExtra HV).  My impression until recently 

has been that my RPR prefers a lighter, faster bullet (120gr at 2900+ fps).  I think it speaks well of both 

the rifle and the loads tested that I was able to get sub-MOA groups from them all, with at least one near 

½-MOA group from each load during testing.  It’s kind of interesting to look at the ‘best group’ pictures 

and imagine what their size would be if you threw out my one ‘flyer’ that typically shows up in them. 

For me, at my skill level, it looks like making a choice based on the price of any of these at the time I 

need them.  However, things like availability and general purpose also come into play. 

Availability:   

After purchasing the Nosler 140 grain bullets, I went back and checked and found that there were none 

available at all; not at the dealer I’d purchased from and not even from Nosler USA. 

I really do like the Prime 130 grain Match+ load, but sadly they’ve been out of stock for almost two 

months now, although they indicate they expect re-supply very soon. 

The Copper Creek loaded with the Hornady 143 grain ELD-X no longer appears available at their site.  I 

don’t know if it means they simply aren’t offering it any more or if they’re going to bring it back after 

they get more brass and bullets. 

http://www.magnetospeed.com/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2015/03/jeremy-s/gear-review-magnetospeed-v3-chronograph/
http://www.thetruthaboutguns.com/2015/03/jeremy-s/gear-review-magnetospeed-v3-chronograph/
http://appliedballisticsllc.com/Articles/ChronographChapter.pdf


Hornady loads seem to still be readily available, with the 140 grain ELD-M (M for match) having 

replaced the 140 grain AMAX although 120 grain AMAX loads are still available, along with the new 

combined hunting/match ELD-X (labeled as Precision Hunter) are available at many locations. 

The Federal American Eagle 140 grain OTM – well we just have to wait and see, but given the size of 

Federal it’s probably going to be generally available when you need it.  At least as long as their supply of 

brass and bullets from Hornady remains steady. 

General Purpose: 

Choose wisely if you want a mult-purpose (let’s say target shooting and hunting) round.  The OTM 

bullets could fill that niche along with the Hornady 143 grain Precision Hunter.  If you’re just planning on 

hunting, there are several offerings from the likes of Hornady and Copper Creek using a non-match 

intended bullet.  Copper Creek offers cartridges using a number of bullets from sources like Hornady, 

Sierra, Lapua and Berger. 

Ok, let’s move on to the test results.  There’s a small table on the last page of this document that kind of 

summarizes the pure numbers from the testing – hopefully that will help guide you toward your own 

decision in which of these is best for your intended use. 

  



The Loads Tested:   

 

Baseline:  For a baseline I used 2 boxes of hand loaded cartridges that were in Hornady brass and loaded 

with the Hornady 140 grain AMAX bullet.  I don’t have information on the specifics about primer or 

powder loads used during the loading.  These were given to me by a fellow shooter in exchange for the 

once-fired Hornady brass I had from prior shoots.  I felt this would give a good idea of what we might 

expect from a hand loaded cartridge and not give bias to any specific commercial load.  Note that it 

appears that the Hornady 140gr AMAX is no longer commercially available – looks like they’ve replaced 

that load with their new 140gr ELD-M cartridge. 

Hornady 140 gr ELD-M:  This is the replacement for Hornady’s 

140 gr AMAX offering.  It uses their new, highly touted tip that is 

claimed to retain the bullet’s Ballistic Coefficient over longer 

distances (beyond 400 yards) due primary to better resistance to 



heat induced deformation.  The published Muzzle Velocity (MV) is 2710 fps; I recorded a slightly higher 

average MV of 2722 fps, but the SD’s were a bit confusing.  Box 1 SD was 18 fps, box 2 was 20.4 fps, 

but when you put them all together the SD was 27.7 fps. 

 

Hornady 143 gr ELD-X (Hornady Precision Hunter boxed):  

This new offering from Hornady adds a little weight to the 140 

gr ELD-M and uses a similar heat-resistant tip.  Hornady also 

says it is an effective hunting round that is designed to take into 

consideration short-range/high speed hits and longer range/lower 

speed impacts.  I’ve found that this bullet shoots very well from 

my Browning X-Bolt in 6.5 Creedmoor (as long as I keep that 

thin barrel cool ).  The published MV is 2700 fps and I got a slightly lower measured average of 2679 

fps after 80 rounds, with an average of 2684 fps from the 2 boxes fired during testing with a very good 

SD of 14.9 fps.  If we accept 1,000 foot-pounds of energy being sufficient to take a deer, then this round 

should make any deer within about 700 yards very nervous – and 700 yards is probably beyond what 

most of us would consider an ethical shot while hunting.  It’s also going to remain supersonic up to right 

at 1,300 yards giving it great long range competition potential.  I understand that this bullet is not only a 

little heavier, but also a little longer than the 140 grain ELD-M.  Numbers I have are that the 140 is 1.378 

inches long, while this 143 is 1.44 inches long. 

(Federal) American Eagle 140 grain Open Tip Match:  
This is a new load just recently made available.  I couldn’t 

find anything about it at the Federal/American Eagle site and 

so I contacted them and they told me that the load is made 

using Hornady brass headstamped as ‘FC 6.5 Creedmoor’.  It 

turns out that it also uses a Hornady 6.5mm bullet – I believe 

it is most likely Hornady’s boat tail hollow point #26335.  They didn’t share any information on primer or 

powder charge.  Hornady says the G1 BC for the bullet is .580, and by using Berger’s tool for calculating 

BC from velocities, I calculated the G7 BC to be .296 (and actually the G1 BC calculated at .590).  The 

published MV is 2700 fps, and I measured an average of 2683 fps with an SD of 20.2 fps. 

Copper Creek 143gr ELD-X:  This is a ‘custom’ load from 

Copper Creek even though it uses both a Hornady bullet and 

brass.  The brass is even still headstamped as Hornady.  The 

MV for their loads is not on the box, but is published at their 

site for the lot.  Unfortunately I did not write that down, and by 

the time I went back to get that information, they’d sold out of 

the lot and removed the MV information.  I had high hopes for the loads from Copper Creek – I have 

rather mixed feelings about the actual results. I measured an average MV of 2629 fps and box 1 had an 

SD of 23.3 fps while the second box showed an SD of 15.0 fps with an overall SD of 19.5 fps. 

Copper Creek 130 gr Berger VLD:  This is a second 

offering from Copper Creek.  In this case they use a 130 grain 

Berger VLD bullet (G1 BC .550, G7 BC .282) stuffed into 

Hornady brass again.  For the lot that I purchased from, 

Copper Creek published the MV as 2920 fps.  I measured an 

average MV of 2776 fps, a rather unexpected 144fps below 

the published MV.  This is not a deal breaker – just goes to 

show how important getting chrony data for any bullet you choose to use is.  The SD was an acceptable 

20.2 fps.  Of the 8 5-shot groups shot, 5 of them were sub-MOA, with the best being .557 MOA (.583 

inches). 



 

Nosler 140 gr Custom Competition:  I seem to have grabbed 

the last 40 of these guys in the world.  When I went to check 

on availability (through ammoseek.com) a couple of days after 

ordering the 2 boxes, I saw that there were no Nosler’s listed, 

and even checking Nosler’s web site showed “not in stock”.  

This load uses Nosler’s Custom Competition 6.5mm bullet 

and I presume that’s wrapped with their own brass – at least 

it’s headstamped ‘Nosler’.  Published MV is 2550 fps, the lowest of any tested.  The round fired a bit 

hotter in my rifle, with a measured average MV of 2609 fps and an SD of 18.1, the smallest group I was 

able to shoot was .599 MOA (.627 inches) – in that group I got a 4-of-5 grouping of .474 MOA. 

INCLUDED BUT NOT TESTED LOADS 

Previous to this testing I’d collected a lot of data for two other loads: 

The Prime 130gr Match+ bullet was quite impressive – unfortunately they’ve temporarily sold out and 

are awaiting a new shipment from their source that should be in by the end of June 2016.  These are put 

together by RUAG Ammotec (owned by Norma) and uses Norma’s Golden Target VLD 130gr 6.5mm 

bullet and Norma brass, headstamped as Prime.  Their site states the bullet is suitable for hunting also: 

http://www.primeammo.com/6-5mm-creedmoor-hpbt-130gr-case.html 

The loads I did shoot over time (257 measured) had a published MV of 2851 fps, and I got a measured 

average of 2859 fps with a standard deviation of 19.1 fps.  A pretty darned consistent load that my RPR 

really likes. 

Winchester 140 gr Match:  Frankly I was disappointed with this one.  I never got a group from them that 

I’d brag about.  Perhaps my RPR just doesn’t like this one.  But they publish the MV at 2710 fps, while I 

measured an average of 2,809 fps with an SD of 63.2 with the 51 shots I measured.  I’ve seen reviews of 

it that gave much better measured results.  I’ve provided the results as a kind of ‘proof’ that YMMV 

applies once again for any given bullet in any given rifle.  I did not record any information about group 

sizes with them while I shot them. 

What will my personal choices be based on these small-sample tests? 

I’m torn – the Hornady 143 gr ELD-X/Precision Hunter shoots well in my Ruger Precision Rifle and in 

my Browning X-Bolt so it easily fills the hunting/target needs.  But I also like rooting for the little-guy 

and Prime sure qualifies there when compared to the likes of Hornady and Federal – and I can’t find any 

fault with the Prime 130 Match+ it shoots well and is reasonably priced, although availability does seem 

to be an issue.  My experience with the Hornady 120 grain AMAX cartridge showed me that it shoots 

very well in my Ruger and is suitable for practice at short to moderate distances.   

Generally I found all of the commercial offerings tested to be generally of the same quality – while the 

actual muzzle velocities sometimes varied quite a bit from the published, they were all relatively 

consistent with Standard Deviation numbers at or below 20fps which is considered good for factory loads.  

This kind of takes it to cost and availability and how willing you are to re-zero your scope if you decide to 

switch back and forth between loads for whatever reason – such as using 120 grain bullets for practice, 

but taking the rifle out to hunt with a bullet with a different weight (and muzzle velocity). 

  

http://www.primeammo.com/6-5mm-creedmoor-hpbt-130gr-case.html


 

No, I didn’t report on the Hornady 120 

AMAX, but my personal best of a .254-inch 

center-to-center 5-shot group at 100 yards 

shows just what it can do out of my RPR – 

yes it looked like two overlapping shots, not 

5.  Now if I could do that every time on 

demand, I’d be one very happy camper . 

 

 

 

Just another FYI example:  A .274-inch 3-shot group using the Prime 

130 grain Match+ cartridges.  The bullet is a Norma Golden Target 

Open Tip Match (OTM) suitable for hunting also.  Group measured using 

calipers as I didn’t have the On Target software at the time. Remeasuring 

it using the software showed it was a .274 inch group vs the .18 inch I 

reported using calipers. 

 

 

 

 

The following pages show measured groups with the various loads tested – The process to get them is 

fairly simple:  Take a picture of the target with calipers set to 1-inch gap for a reference and then use the 

On Target software package to measure them: http://www.ontargetshooting.com/download.html 

 

Baseline:  

Reloaded Hornady brass with the 

Hornady 140 grain AMAX bullet: 

Group Size:  .545 MOA 

If you throw out the ‘flyer’ (shooter 

induced, no doubt) then it’s about a 

.3 MOA group of 4. 

 

Hornady 143gr ELD-X (Precision Hunter) .491 MOA 

group. 

The ELD-X has Hornady’s new polymer tip that is claimed 

to resist heat better than the AMAX tip and this helps retain 

its ballistics coefficient farther during flight. 

It is also designed for hunting with a design Hornady claims 

delivers effective results at close and long range. 

  

http://www.ontargetshooting.com/download.html


Copper Creek 143gr with Hornady ELD-X.  .421 

MOA group. 

Copper Creek also offers 6.5mm Creedmoor loaded 

with bullets from Berger, Lapua Scenar, Sierra Match 

King and other Hornady bullets (AMAX, VMAX and 

GMX). 

 

 

 

Hornady 140 grain ELD-M.  .621 MOA. 

 

This bullet replaces Hornady’s 140 grain 

AMAX, using the new high heat resistant 

polymer tip to help maintain a more consistent 

ballistic coefficient over greater distances. 

 

 

 

 

Federal American Eagle 140 grain OTM 

(a Hornady 26335 bullet).  .559 MOA. 

 

OTM: Open Tip Match – should be suitable 

for hunting also. 

 

 

 

 

 

Nosler 140 grain OTM ‘Match Grade’.  .599 

MOA 

 

OTM: Open Tip Match – should be suitable 

for hunting also. 

 

 

 

 



There’s quite a bit of information presented, but it’s kind of scattered around, so I thought that maybe a 

small table of information might help you look at things easier.  I do urge you to keep in mind that a 

shooting system is made of several major pieces:  the rifle, the cartridge and the shooter.  Each of those 

can be broken down even more.  Of those major components, the shooter is both the most important and 

the one most susceptible to error.  So when you read about things like group sizes, remember that I am not 

a great white hunter and I’m not an accomplished precision shooter – I’m a guy that tries hard to shoot 

well, and I’m a guy that knows I have a long way to go to where I’d like to be. 

Bullet 

Pub MV 

(fps) 

Agv 

MV 

(fps) 

SD 

(fps) 

Smallest 

Group 

(MOA) 

Largest 

Group 

(MOA) 

Avg Group 

Size 

(MOA) 

Reloaded Hornady 140 AMAX n/a 2744 14.5 0.545 1.581 1.052 

Prime 130 Match+ (large sampling) 2851 2859 19.1 Not reported – unfair comparison 

Copper Creek 130 Berger VLD 2920 2776 20.2 0.557 1.344 0.926 

Hornady 140 ELD-M 2710 2722 27.7 0.621 1.602 1.038 

Fed Amer Eagle 140 OTM 2700 2683 20.2 0.559 1.341 0.825 

Nosler 140 Custom Competition 2550 2609 18.1 0.599 1.100 0.906 

Copper Creek 143 ELD-X unknown 2629 19.5 0.421 1.448 0.969 

Hornady 143 ELD-X 2700 2684 14.9 0.491 1.719 1.005 

 

Some might ask ‘why not reload’ instead of buying commercial products?  For me it’s a matter of space, 

buy-in costs and the learning curve needed to reload well.  There’s a time factor also – takes time to 

reload, test loads and repeat until you get it right.  Some searching for the perfect combination might 

never get out to the range to improve their skills – only going to the range to gather information about the 

latest and greatest load they just came up with: fine, those learn how to put bullets together, but do they 

really learn to shoot? 

I could ramble on for days about many related topics, but it’s probably best not to and to just let you do 

your own research into specific areas you are interested in or have questions about.  Some topics you 

might consider and then use your favorite internet search engine to learn a little more about: 

How important is muzzle velocity/ballistic coefficient/standard deviation? 

Does a better trigger actually improve a rifle’s precision?  Hint: I have an AR-15 rifle that came with a 

standard ‘service quality’ trigger, by simply replacing that trigger I reduced the size of my groups at 100 

yards by half – do some reading and think about why that might have happened. 

An interesting area to explore is also something like “how much to spend to improve precision?” and that 

will lead you lots of places – basically, depending on where you try to make improvements, the return on 

investment can be very small.  Think of it this way: even if you have the best tools, if you don’t develop 

the skill to use them to their full capacity, then their cost may be wasted. 

Final note – It has been my impression that my RPR likes a lighter bullet – remember that .254-inch 5-

shot group using the Hornady 120 gr AMAX loads.  After shooting some 140 grain AMAX from the 

factory along with the Winchester 140gr Match cartridges, it appeared to me that lighter was better with 

this rifle and so I tried the Prime 130 Match+ with great results.  This opinion that an RPR in 6.5 

Creedmoor with the factory barrel preferred the lighter bullets is shared by a couple of other owners that I 

know, including one at the indoor range where these tests were performed. 

 


